SCOTCHES

SPEYSIDE MALTS
This is home to half of Scotland’s malt whiskey distilleries. They produce mellow, sweet, malty + fruity malt whiskies.

BALVENIE 12YR “OLD DOUBLE WOOD” 17
BALVENIE 14YR “CARIBBEAN CASK” 29
BALVENIE 21YR “PORTWOOD” 40
GLENFIDDICH 12YR 17
GLENLIVET 12YR 17
GLENLIVET 18YR 31
GLENLIVET 25YR 49
MACALLAN 12YR 16
MACALLAN 18YR 57
MACALLAN 25YR 225

HIGHLAND MALTS
These whiskies will range from dry + heathery to sweet + fruity.

THE DALMORE KING ALEXANDER III 50
GLENMORANGIE 10YR 15.5
HIGHLAND PARK 22
OBAN 18
(LOWLAND) AUCHENTOSHAN 18

ISLAND MALTS
The islands produce some of the most robust whiskies with coastal influences like salt tang + fresh sea air.

LAGAVULIN 16YR 19
LAPHROAIG 10YR 15.5
THE NOTCH, 15YR NANTUCKET SINGLE MALT 75

BEER

BUD LIGHT 7
American Light Lager, St. Louis, MO | 4.2%
MICHLOB ULTRA 7
American Light Lager, St. Louis, MO | 4.2%
STELLA ARTOIS 8
Belgian Lager, Leuven, Belgium | 5.0%
SAMUEL ADAMS BOSTON LAGER 8
American-Vienna Lager, Boston, MA | 5.0%
GUINNESS, PUB DRAUGHT 10
Dry Stout, Dublin, IR | 4.2%
SAMUEL ADAMS, JUST THE HAZE 6
Non-Alcoholic India Pale Ale, Boston, MA | 0.5%
SAMUEL ADAMS, SEASONAL 8
Ask Sales Associate for Selection

DOWNEAST CIDER HOUSE, DOUBLE BLEND 9
Hard Cider, Boston, MA | 7.3%
ASAHI SUPER DRY 9
Rice Lager, Tokyo, Japan | 5.0%
PACIFICO CLARA 8
Pilsner Style Lager, Baja, Mexico | 4.5%

MAINE BEER COMPANY, MAINE LUNCH 21
West Coast IPA, Freeport, ME | 7.0%
ALLAGASH WHITE 9
Belgian Wheat, ME | 5.2%
FROST BEER WORKS, LUSH 14
Double IPA Hinesburg, VT | 8.0%
CIGAR CITY, JAI LAI 10
IPA, Tampa, FL | 7.5%
CIGAR CITY, MADURO 9
Brown Ale, Tampa, FL | 5.5%